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Abstract— Microstrip patch antennas are widely used in 

many wireless communication applications because of 

their various advantages such as light weight, compact 

size, inexpensive, ease of fabrication and high reliability. 

However, narrow bandwidth and low gain are the major 

drawbacks of microstrip antennas. The radiation 

properties of microstrip antenna is affected by many 

designing factors like feeding techniques, manufacturing 

substrate, patch and ground structure. This manuscript 

presents a review of the most popular gain and bandwidth 

enhancement methods of microstrip antenna and reports a 

brief description of its feeding techniques.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the dynamic development in wireless communication 

technology, the need for compact size, light weight, cost 

effective and low profile antenna has increased significantly. 

Microstrip antennas were designed to achieve these 
requirements. Microstrip antenna is formed conventionally by 

a dielectric substrate covered with two metallic sheets on both 

sides; one of them is the radiating patch while the other is the 

ground. Patches can be in many different geometrical shapes 

like rectangular, circular, triangular, square etc. Microstrip 

antennas are widely utilized because of being compact, low 

cost, conformal and suitable to integrate with Radio Frequency 

(RF) devices. In addition, they can provide feed flexibility, 

different polarizations, multiband, and beam steering [1]. In 

spite of these advantages, the main problems of microstrip 

antennas are narrow bandwidth and low gain which restrict 
them from many wireless communication systems. Three 

kinds of losses degrade the performance of the microstrip 

antenna: Dielectric loss, conductor loss and surface wave loss. 

The dielectric loss and the conductor loss rely on the quality of 

the manufacturing materials of the substrate and conductors 

respectively. With high quality selection of substrate and 

conductor, dielectric and conductor losses can be reduced 

therefore the gain of the antenna will be enhanced. The gain 

can be further enhanced by suppressing surface wave. The 

surface waves reduce the efficiency of the antenna as a part of 

the available power trapped in the substrate layer. The 

substrate permittivity and thickness has a significant effect on 

the propagation of surface waves [2, 3].  

 

In recent times, many attempts have been presented to 

overcome the microstrip antenna limitations. High impedance 

surfaces, like electromagnetic band gap (EBG), are used to 

used to reduce the losses of surface wave are by utilizing 

hybrid substrates [4], by using superstrate [5] etc. However, 

the main problem of these methods is the fabrication 
complexity due to the large number of vias and holes required 

in these techniques. Another simple technique, known as 

suspended patch antenna, is used to reduce the surface wave 

by replacing the substrate with air or very low dielectric 

constant material [6]. The suspended patch antenna needs an 

air gap which is formed by a spacing material like foam for 

fabrication but the antenna becomes fragile and not durable, 

hence it is unsuitable for mass production. For more practical 

fabrication process, lower dielectric constant can be achieved 

by partially removing the substrate surrounding the patch [7]. 

The direct way to enhance the bandwidth of the microstrip 

antenna is to increase the substrate thickness, but the 
efficiency decreases due to the large amount of input power 

dissipated in the resistor which reduces the amount of radiated 

power. Many techniques were developed to enhance the 

microstrip patch antenna performance such as slotted patch 

antenna, parasitic patch, defective or partial ground structures, 

patch array, metallic rings, and reflecting layer [8]-[12]. 

Hence, the main aim of this paper is to present a survey of the 

enhancement techniques of gain as well as bandwidth of 

microstrip patch antennas which has triggered many novel 

antenna applications. In addition, a brief review of various 

feeding techniques of microstrip antenna is also presented. 

 

II. GAIN AND BANDWIDTH ENHANCEMENT 

TECHNIQUES 

Numerous techniques are adopted recently to improve the 

gain, bandwidth and efficiency of microstrip antennas. A brief 

insight about these popular techniques is outlined as follow:  
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A. Slotted Patch  

The conventional microstrip antenna has narrow bandwidth; 

one of popular techniques to enhance the bandwidth is done 

by cutting slots in the patch of half wavelength along the 

desired resonance frequency [8]. The slots are implanted on 

the patch to enhance the impedance matching, especially at 

higher frequencies. The current distribution on the patch is 

changed as a result of the cut slots, hence the input impedance 
and current path length changes [9]. By adding new slots into 

the patch, new resonance frequencies are created. The 

positions and dimensions of the slots should be properly 

optimized where the first two broadside radiation modes of the 

radiating patch are perturbed where the resonance frequencies 

of the patch become close to each other to achieve a wider 

bandwidth [10].  

Cutting slots method on the radiating patch is effectively used 

to reduce the size of the microstrip antenna and create multiple 

frequency bands at the desired frequency range by optimizing 

the slots configurations to produce the desired resonant mode. 
Slots cut into the patch are of different shapes. The commonly 

utilized slots are U-slot, H-slot, T-slot, E-slot etc. Bandwidth 

of 30.3% has been achieved by etching an Eshaped slot in a 

rectangular patch [11]. Impedance bandwidth of 26% is 

achieved by cutting a U-shaped slot in [8]. In [12], a design of 

C-slotted patch is proposed to enhance the gain and provide a 

bandwidth of 50% from 1 GHz to 3 GHz. The design of the C-

slot antenna is shown in Fig. 1 

The bandwidth of microstrip antenna relies on the quality 

factor. Hence, when the patch id is modified by slots, it stores 

less energy beneath the patch and the quality factor degrades. 

So, it provides higher radiation [1]. A circular patch with 
mirrored horizontal slots is designed by Ahsan et al. [13] as 

shown in Fig. 2. This configuration can achieve lower 

resonance frequencies due to the extension of the current 

distribution with the fundamental resonant mode. 

B. Parasitic Patch/Multi-Resonator  

In this method, additional resonators are utilized to 

improve the bandwidth and the gain of the microstrip antenna. 

The parasitic patches are coupled to main patch. Two different 

configurations of parasitic patch are used which are coplanar 

technique and multilayer technique. These techniques are 

outlined in the following subsections.  

 

1. Coplanar Techniques  

In coplanar technique, additional patches are incorporated on a 

single plane above the substrate. The excitation is given to a 
patch which is called the main patch or the active patch. The 

parasitic patch is excited if it is placed near to the active patch 

because of the direct coupling between them. 

 

 

Wider bandwidth can be accomplished if the resonance of the 

active patch is close to the resonance of the parasitic patch. 

Parasitic patches can be single patch or two symmetrical 

patches along the main patch edges. For rectangular patch 

antenna, the edges along the width of the patch are known as 
the radiating edge while the edges along the length are known 

as the non-radiating edge. In case of placing a parasitic patch 

on one of the radiating edges, a wide bandwidth is achieved, 

however this leads to 45 degrees shift of the beam maxima and 

the radiation pattern becomes unsymmetrical along the 

broadside direction. To achieve a symmetrical pattern, two 

equal gap coupled patches are utilized on the both radiating 

edges of the patch where the net effect on the beam shift is 

  

  

Fig. 1 C-Shaped Slotted Antenna   
  

  

Fig. 2 Circular patch antenna with horizontal slots  
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zero. Three resonant frequencies can be generated by using 

two different lengths of the parasitic patches. It may lead to 

shift of the beam maxima but the shift is acceptable. U-shaped 
parasitic patches which are placed along the radiating edges 

are shown in Fig. 3 [14]. 

 
Fig. 3 U-shaped parasitic patch geometry 

 

Different configurations of directly and indirectly coupled 

parasitic patches have been designed in [15].The impedance 

bandwidth has increased from 2% up to 12.7%. The proposed 

antenna provides six times the conventional antenna. Utilizing 

parasitic patches may increase the antenna size however; the 

bandwidth is higher compared to a single patch antenna.  

 

B. Parasitic Patch/Multi-Resonator  

In this method, additional resonators are utilized to improve 

the bandwidth and the gain of the microstrip antenna. The 

parasitic patches are coupled to main patch. Two different 

configurations of parasitic patch are used which are coplanar 

technique and multilayer technique. These techniques are 
outlined in the following subsections.  

2. Multilayer/Stacked Techniques  

In multilayer structure, a patch is used above another one with 

superseding dielectric substrate in between. This makes two or 

more patches to share the same aperture area. In this 

configuration, lower dielectric constant material is usually 

added above the radiating patch to minimize the effective 

permittivity of the multilayer antenna. This increases the gain 

of the antenna. A stacked antenna provides a compact size and 
helps to reduce the surface wave losses [16]. The most popular 

coupling techniques in multilayer structure are 

electromagnetic coupled and aperture coupled microstrip 

antenna. Multilayer structure is utilized to provide a wide 

bandwidth of 114% with two resonance frequencies within the 

band 3 GHz up to 11 GHz [17]. The design presents additional 

c-slot in the ground plane and the bandwidth is enhanced more 

by etching E-slot on the parasitic patch. At the centre 

frequency 7 GHz, 12 dB gain is obtained. There are two 

configurations of electromagnetically coupled multilayer patch 

antenna. The lower patch is fed with coaxial cable while the 

upper patch is excited by electromagnetic coupling. Patches 

are fabricated on different substrate materials and air gap is 

introduced between the two materials. 
 

C. Metallic Rings  

For circular patch antenna, metallic rings around the active 

patch are used to scatter the surface wave to enhance the 

radiation. When electromagnetic waves hit an interface that 
has small dimensions compared to the wavelength of the 

incident wave, the electromagnetic waves are scattered in all 

directions [18]. The scattered waves are added to the incident 

waves resulting in-phase and out-of-phase interference and the 

rest can reradiate by the antenna. Based on this concept, 

placing metallic rings around the main patch helps scatter the 

surface waves and to convert it to space wave to enhance the 

gain of the microstrip patch antenna. Circular patch antenna 

surrounded by two metallic rings is proposed. The proposed 

design provides enhancement of 6.7 dB in the gain compared 

to the conventional antenna without the metallic rings. 

D. EBG  

EBG structures are artificial periodic dielectric materials that 

produce stop band and pass band properties. The periodic 

nature of EBG structure suppresses the propagation of surface 
waves within a certain frequency, called a band gap, which 

provides additional control of the electromagnetic waves 

compared to conventional filtering and guiding structures. 

Surface wave suppression provides a significant improvement 

of the maximum gain, bandwidth and efficiency when EBG is 

utilized in the microstrip antenna as the generation of surface 

waves degrades the radiation pattern and the antenna 

efficiency. Structures of EBG are realized by periodic 

configuration of dielectric substrate materials or metallic 

conductor as an artificial magnetic ground plane. In other 

words, EBG can be achieved by drilling a periodic pattern of 

holes in the substrate material or by etching a periodic 
configuration in the ground plane. The properties of EBG rely 

on the size, shape, symmetry and the used material in their 

configuration.   

 

E. Defected Ground Structure (DGS)  

The geometry and dimensions of the ground plane have a 

significant effect on the excitation mode and the operating 

bandwidth of the microstrip antenna. Defected ground 

structures may be accomplished by cutting a defect of any 

configuration on the ground plane. This defect disturbs the 

current distribution in the ground plane and helps control input 

impedance and excitation of radio waves in the substrate. The 

ground defect may be varied accordingly from simple 

configuration to more complex configuration to achieve the 

optimum performance. However, the absence of the 

conducting ground may lead to the increase of the back lobe 
radiation to enhance the directivity; a reflecting layer behind 

the antenna is used to reflect back the back lobe radiation [19]. 
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Defected ground structure and EBG have similar microwave 

circuit properties to provide a band stop or band pass like 

filter. A large area is required to construct the periodic pattern 
EBG implementation. In addition, defining the unit element of 

EBG is difficult whereas defected ground structures can be 

one or few etched shapes which do not need for a large 

implementation area and it can easily define the unit element. 

The effect of hexagonal shape defected ground structure is 

proposed in [20] to provide significant enhancement of the 

radiation characteristics by suppressing of the surface wave. 

F. Partial Substrate Removal  

The substrates are used mainly to provide mechanical strength 

to the microstrip antenna. The substrate material has a 

significant effect on the microstrip antenna parameters such as 

the bandwidth, radiation pattern, gain and efficiency. The 
partial substrate removal can also minimize the propagation of 

surface waves. Compared to the conventional antenna, partial 

substrate removal may enhance the gain due to the reduction 

of surface wave losses and dielectric losses and without 

affecting the mechanical strength of the antenna or the patch 

size. Partial substrate removal surrounding a rectangular patch 

is proposed to improve the microstrip antenna performance by 

surface waves suppressing [7]. This technique may be 

referred as open air cavity as the removed substrate may be a 

large part.  

G. Antenna Array   

The most popular technique to obtain high gain of the antenna 

is to use multiple elements as an array that is excited through a 

feeding network. However, antenna arrays usually require 

large size and the design of the feeding network is complex to 

obtain the desired phase response to reduce the unstable 

radiation performance and signal loss. Generally, the radiation 

pattern of a single microstrip antenna element is wide and 

provides low gain. Antennas with directive radiation are 

preferred for many applications to provide long distance 

communication. This can be accomplished by utilizing an 

array of radiating elements configured in different geometrical 

structures. Usually, the elements of the array are identical to 
provide simpler, convenient, and more practical design [21]. 

The total radiated field of the array can be determined by the 

vector addition of the radiated field via the individual elements 

assuming that the current in each element is equivalent to that 

of the isolated element i.e. neglect coupling. This usually 

depends on the separation between the elements. To achieve 

directive patterns, the fields of elements have to add (interfere 

constructively) in the desired directions and cancel each other  

(interfere destructively) in other directions. The overall 

performance of antenna array depends mainly on many factors 

which are the configuration of the array such as linear, 
rectangular, circular, etc., the relative pattern of the radiating 

elements, the excitation amplitude and phase of elements, and 

the spacing between elements.  

 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Microstrip patch antennas have many advantages; however 
narrow bandwidth and low gain and efficiency are their main 

drawbacks. Hence, numerous techniques have been 

investigated to enhance these drawbacks. In this paper, most 

of these techniques are briefly reviewed and discussed. It is 

observed form this survey that there is a particular relationship 

among gain, bandwidth and size of the microstrip antenna. It 

is recognized that if there is enhancement in one property, it is 

frequently accompanied by degradation of other property. For 

instance, if the antenna size decreased then it is usually at the 

expense of the gain and bandwidth. The three parameters can 

be simultaneously balanced by the utilization of variety of 

microstrip antenna topologies and composite enhancement 
techniques. Popular feeding methods of microstrip antenna are 

also summarized in this manuscript. It is observed that 

contacting methods such as microstrip and coaxial feed are 

easy and implement. However, non-contacting techniques like 

aperture coupled feed and proximity coupled feed can achieve 

wider bandwidth and higher gain but they are difficult to 

implement due to the alignment of multi-substrates.  
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